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Abstract—The supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) network in a smart grid requires to be reliable and efficient to transmit real-time data to the controller, especially when the system is under contingencies or cyberattacks. Introducing the features of software-defined networks (SDN) into a SCADA network helps in better management of communication and deployment of novel grid control operations. Unfortunately, it is impossible to transform the overall smart grid network to have only SDN-enabled devices overnight because of budget and logistics constraints, which raises the requirement of a systematic deployment methodology. In this paper, we present a framework, named SDNSynth, that can design a hybrid network consisting of both legacy forwarding devices and programmable SDN-enabled switches. The design satisfies the resiliency requirements of the SCADA network, which are determined with respect to a set of pre-identified threat vectors. The resiliency-aware SDN deployment plan primarily includes the best placements of the SDN-enabled switches (replacing the legacy switches). The plan may include one or more links to be installed newly to provide flexible or alternate routing paths. We design and implement the SDNSynth framework that includes the modeling of the SCADA topology, SDN-based resiliency measures, resiliency threats, mitigation requirements, the deployment budget, and other constraints. It uses satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) for encoding the synthesis model and solving it. We demonstrate SDNSynth on a case study of an example small-scale network. We also evaluate SDNSynth on different synthetic SCADA systems and analyze how different parameters impact each other. We simulate the SDNSynth suggested networks in a Mininet environment, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the deployment strategy over traditional networks and randomly deployed SDN switches in terms of packet loss and recovery time during network congestions.

Index Terms—SDN architecture; incremental deployment; smart grid; SCADA; formal modeling; network synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart grids are large, heterogeneous, and distributed in nature, where the maintenance of a large number of intelligent end devices is required. This task is complex and requires careful management. The SCADA network infrastructure of a smart grid needs to be reliable and efficient to transmit a large amount of real-time data [1]. The observability of a grid bus system is determined by the successful delivery of critical measurements collected by the end devices to control centers. The overall network should be resilient to cyberattacks to ensure seamless transmission of control and measurement data from all the devices that provide sensitive data to retain system observability. However, the end devices and the network forwarding devices can get compromised, which leads to severe quality issues in the smart grids.

Current network infrastructures in SCADA systems use diverse protocols and heterogeneous forwarding devices [2]. These protocols and devices make the management, maintenance, and integration of new devices difficult. Software-defined networking (SDN) has great potential to be used in SCADA systems [3]. It not only provides flexibility to implement novel networking solutions and quality of service (QoS) optimization but also provides greater resiliency to cyberthreats [4], [5].

However, the primary challenge for solutions built on SDN in an enterprise network is the deployment problem. Network upgrades in any enterprise are budget and resource-constrained. It is impractical to substitute all the legacy switches with SDN switches overnight. The process of simultaneous deployment and operation of legacy and SDN-enabled switches remains one of the greatest challenges in incorporating SDN to smart grids. The already deployed traditional switches and routers need to be replaced with SDN switches systematically, so that the hybrid network can still be benefited by the features of SDN.

The problem of deployment of SDN satisfying grid observability constraints within a limited budget is a recent topic and is generally an NP-hard one [6], [7]. Utilizing the available limited budget (e.g., a limited number of SDN-enabled switches), while perceiving the benefits of SDN, is challenging. We propose to formally model the constraints and requirements into a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and solve it using a CSP solver to generate the SDN-enabled network architecture for the SCADA. We present an automated framework, SDNSynth, which solves this problem using formal verification.

We aim to resolve security challenges by providing resiliency to the SCADA network. We use vulnerable sets of electronic devices that form various threat vectors (as identified in [8]). The network can be resilient to attacks if proper communication between the devices and the control center can be ensured, despite attacks, such that the center receives necessary measurements to observe the complete system. The observability can be ensured through secure and alternative communication of the remote devices utilizing the benefits of SDN. However, the available SDN switches are required to
be properly placed so that it is possible to reroute control and data traffic and set up virtual networks whenever needed.

SDNSynth provides an automated tool for synthesizing SDN switch placements, as well as topology extension through new link deployment, using constraint satisfaction checking. It takes the existing network topology, security requirements, and physical resources as inputs and formulates the deployment problem. We solve the problem by encoding the model into first-order logic. We use SMT in the encoding purpose, which also provides us a solution if there is any, in the form of the deployment plan for SDN switches. The major contributions of this paper include:

1) Formal modeling of the resiliency requirements, resource constraints, and network topology that implements SDN.

2) Designing a framework that can efficiently generate the candidates for SDN switch placements (replacing the legacy switches) and new link deployments (topology extension) that improve the resiliency of the SCADA network by satisfying all the requirements and constraints. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first of its kind that designs the SDN topology with respect to the observability analysis of smart grid SCADA systems.

3) Implementing a tool based on the framework and a thorough evaluation of its performance.

4) Simulating the network suggested by the tool in a Mininet-based virtual environment.

We briefly introduced SDNSynth in [9]. Although the research considers SCADA as the problem domain, the process of simultaneous deployment and operation of legacy and SDN-enabled switches remains as one of the greatest challenges in general. The proposed framework is generic enough to be used for SDN deployment problems in cyber and other cyber-physical systems (CPSs).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of SDN, its impact on smart grids, and the related works. We discuss the framework of the proposed solution in Section III. Section II also describes the formal model, while the implementation and a case study are discussed in Section IV. The evaluation results of our model are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

A smart grid is a combination of power grids, communication networks, and information management systems. The SCADA system is a core component of a smart grid. It consists of heterogeneous smart devices, such as intelligent electronic devices (IED), programmable logic controllers (PLC), remote terminal units (RTU), master terminal units (MTU), control servers, routing and security devices, etc [10]. These devices communicate with each other under various communication protocols, physical media, and security properties. A SCADA network analyzes real time data about power generation, flow, distribution, and consumption in power grid systems. The controllers use this analysis to maintain critical energy management operations, such as state estimation, automatic generation control, etc.

A. SCADA Security Issues

In a SCADA network, security can become an issue in many different ways. The following includes some examples:

- In case several critical smart devices such as IEDs, RTUs or PLCs get compromised, the overall network becomes vulnerable to cascading attacks [11]. The system may not be observable if a critical set of measurements cannot reach the control center.

- Forwarding devices (routers/switches) can be compromised in a stealthy way. In these cases, the attack might not be detected and cannot be mitigated easily. This yields to unwanted packet delay, which can lead to synchronization issues and performance degradation of overall controls [12]. This can also bring down routes in dedicated networks and create congestion, which ultimately results in valid packet drops.

- False command and other data injection is another security issue in SCADA [13]. This can cause incorrect system estimations and control decisions, which leads to infrastructure damages, as well as power outages.

B. Software-Defined Networking

In a data communication network, many hosts share a network infrastructure, which consists of many routing or switching devices. Most of the time, these routing devices are closed systems and have very limited or vendor-specific configuration interfaces. Once deployed and in production, it is very hard to reconfigure the network and introduce novel applications or new versions of existing protocols. SDN has been developed to decouple the data plane in a network infrastructure from the control plane [14]. A programmatic controller performs the logic to reroute and manage the traffic by communicating with simple forwarding devices, known as SDN-enabled switches. When a packet arrives at such a switch, it extracts some packet header fields and matches against some flow-table entries. If a match is found, the packet is forwarded or dropped according to the action specified in the entry. Otherwise the packet or some features of the packet are sent to the controller. The controller instructs the switch to add a new flow-table entry and perform forwarding accordingly. This is made possible by a protocol named ‘OpenFlow’ [15]. This mechanism reduces the network effectively to consisting of simple forwarding hardware devices and one or a few decision-making controllers.

C. SDN and SCADA Resiliency

SDN can impact the SCADA resiliency mainly by its ability to perform traffic engineering, which cannot be done with legacy switches or routers flexibly. For example:

- Rerouting data, whenever the system is required to bypass a router/device because it is compromised, is made easier by SDN. During the times of unavailability of normal routes due to failure or attack, fast rerouting is possible utilizing SDN, which allows controllers to take routing decisions more quickly than traditional routing algorithms. Alternate paths for data ensure greater resiliency to the grid system [16].


- SDN can be used to establish alternate or dynamic paths for grid control commands and other data from the control center. The commands can be transmitted from a control center to grid devices exactly at the required moments. This approach significantly reduces the time-window in which the attacker can inject malicious commands.  
- If there are any compromised switches or control devices, it is easier for SDN to isolate the nodes from the routing topology through the usage of VLANs. In this way, the network of intelligent devices in the smart grid remains resilient to cyberthreats.  
- In a smart grid, there are different types of data and control flows that have different levels of criticality. SDN can also dynamically prioritize the packet flows in the case of congestion/denial of service attacks in the network. SDN can impose rules on the switches to set up a priority for relaying these packets efficiently.  
- SDN allows switching to public network with proper encryption, when the dedicated network for SCADA is unavailable.

D. Research Objectives

In this paper, we aim to answer the following questions:
1) Where and how many SDN switches and links should be deployed to achieve specific traffic engineering goals given budget and resource constraints? 2) Is there a trade-off between the cost of SDN deployment and system resiliency? 3) Is the bus system observable after deploying the SDN components, even in the cyberattack scenarios to some extent?

To answer these, we devise a tool to strategically select a subset of legacy devices in an existing SCADA network and replace them with SDN. The research addresses the following many-fold objectives: 1) upgrade the existing network with SDN-enabled switches within the available budget; 2) synthesize the SDN topology with newly available links within the budget, which enhances network resiliency; 3) achieve successful and resilient observability, given sufficient measurement delivery from IED to MTU, which leads to successful state estimation.

E. Related Works

There are several works available that introduce the usage of SDN techniques in smart grids. Chekired et al. presented a model for energy management in smart grids based on cloud-SDN architecture. Jin et al. and Ren et al. presented the impact of SDN on microgrid resiliency. Cahn et al. proposed that software-defined networking can alleviate many of today’s problems regarding setup complexity to security policies in energy communication networks (ENC) and create a network, which can evolve with changing technologies and needs. Zhang et al. presented three use cases to examine the opportunities for SDN technology in smart grid. These use cases include enhancing data exchange, virtual network for distributed energy resources aggregation, and smart building energy management. Feamster et al. clarified the relationship of SDN with several common network technologies such as network virtualization.  

An SDN-based approach to modernize the SCADA systems was investigated by Da Silva et al. The authors simplified the management of power system resources, as well as designed a mechanism to prevent eavesdroppers from capturing communication flows between SCADA components. In Panopticon, the authors proposed an intrusion detection system that utilizes SDN and characteristics of SCADA for traffic classification. Dong et al. investigated how SDN can enhance the resiliency of typical smart grids to malicious attacks. They also identified additional risks introduced by SDN and how to manage them. However, none of the above works discuss the gradual deployment plan of SDN-enabled switches in a hybrid network scenario.

A few works are available for the incremental deployment of SDN in enterprise networks. One of the most typical solutions is to divide the data flows through two different domains: one is SDN switches and another is legacy switches. The main problem with this approach is that some packets get treated by the SDN controller via the SDN switches, while some others do not. This approach prevents an enterprise to realize the ultimate benefits of SDN. Several manual heuristic based algorithms have been devised to determine the locations of the limited number of SDN switches. Hong et al. systematically studied the incremental SDN deployment problem by formulating it as an optimization problem and proposed effective heuristics for selecting a small set of existing devices for upgrading. They formulated the SDN deployment problem as an optimization problem and showed that it is still NP-complete. Hence, they developed several simple but effective heuristics to tackle it.

An incremental deployment strategy using a heuristic algorithm was proposed by Xu et al. The authors aimed for throughput maximization in routing. They applied a depth-first-search method and a randomized routing mechanism to solve the routing problem in a hybrid SDN environment.

A genetic algorithm was developed by Guo et al. to determine the sequence of migration of legacy routers to SDN, which provides the most benefits from the perspective of traffic engineering. Their approach minimized the total maximum link utilization, which is subject to constraints such as link capacity, total amount of incoming and outgoing flows on a node, etc. They demonstrated that this algorithm performed better than a greedy and static approach that was also proposed by them.

Levin et al. presented the design and implementation of an architecture called Panopticon for operating networks that combine legacy and SDN switches. Panopticon exposes an abstraction of a logical SDN in a partially upgraded legacy network, where SDN benefits can extend over the entire network. They also formalized an optimal cost-aware upgrade algorithm based on mathematical programming. A solution for seamless peering between SDN and existing IP networks with the deployment of new SDN features was studied by Jonathan et al. Effective use of SDN for traffic engineering, while SDN is incrementally being deployed, was discussed by Agarwal et al. Das et al. used a slicing pane between the SDN switches and the controller to partition the data plane into multiple slices which are controlled by different
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the case of an adversary being able to alter or eliminate some false data injection, or the unavailability of required data, in represents the relationship between the measurements and the number of power system state variables. A Jacobian Matrix represents the relationship between measurements and state variables. The state estimation can be vulnerable to false data injection, or the unavailability of required data, in the case of an adversary being able to alter or eliminate some measurements without being detected [37].

Rahman et al. proposed a mechanism for automatic synthesis of a secure set of measurements and intelligent devices, with respect to a list of security requirements (i.e., expected attack model [8]). Their framework can identify the most critical measurements, based on a given set of attacker capability. From this work, we will use threat vectors, which are basically sets of IEDs, as our input to SDNSynth.

The devices in the threat vectors are related to vulnerable measurements and are considered to be critical. SDNSynth ensures the delivery of measurements from these critical end devices by placing SDN-enabled switches on their paths to the control center. The security and resiliency requirements, considered in this work, will ensure that a SCADA control process receives sufficient data (i.e., measurements from field devices) to perform its operation even in limited contingencies. We ensure the observability analysis, which is a prior and crucial requirement for state estimation of the power system control routine [38].

SDNSynth follows a top-down architecture design automation approach instead of the traditional bottom-up Approach. The major features of SDNSynth are as follows:

- Formally models the network topology, required configurability (i.e., SDN features) of switches by the controller, and resource constraints.
- Formalizes the incremental SDN design synthesis problem as the determination of deployment decision of SDN switches, new links, and their placements that satisfy the given requirements and constraints.
- Encodes the synthesis problem into SMT logics and provides a feasible solution using an SMT solver and following a hill-climbing approach.

The SDNSynth architecture is shown in Fig. 1. SDNSynth takes the following as inputs: (i) security requirements and threat vectors, (ii) the network topology including bandwidths of the links, which constitute the observability model of the network, and (iii) available SDN switches and links that can replace the traditional switches, which make up the resource model. The tool takes input from a user using an input file. The output of the tool indicates the best possible candidates for switch replacements, as well as the new links that should be deployed in the network according to availability and budget.

SDNSynth will be run by network operators whenever they have adequate budget for the deployment of new SDN switches. The tools takes all the existing switches/routers (both SDN-enabled and traditional) into account, and produces a satisfiable solution, if any, satisfying the resiliency requirements.

III. SYNTHESIS OF SDN DEPLOYMENT NETWORK

This section first discusses the framework of our proposed resiliency-aware deployment model. It also provides the formal modeling of the requirements and the constraints of the SDN-enabled network architecture. Table I lists several variables used in the model. It is notable that no multiplication of two parameters is performed in the paper without using the multiplication sign.

A. SDNSynth Framework

In energy management system (EMS), optimal power flow (OPF) is dependent on a core routine called ‘state estimation’ [33], [34]. A smart grid computes currents, voltages, phase angles, transmission line power flow, loads at the buses, etc. [35]. These measurements are used to estimate a number of power system state variables. A Jacobian Matrix represents the relationship between the measurements and the state variables [36]. The state estimation can be vulnerable to false data injection, or the unavailability of required data, in the case of an adversary being able to alter or eliminate some measurements without being detected [37].

Rahman et al. proposed a mechanism for automatic synthesis of a secure set of measurements and intelligent devices, with respect to a list of security requirements (i.e., expected attack model [8]). Their framework can identify the most critical measurements, based on a given set of

controllers [31]. This also helped in the gradual deployment of SDN.

Poularakis et al. study the gradual upgrade of an ISP network to include SDN-enabled switches [32]. They focused on maximizing the traffic flowing through the SDN-switches and the number of dynamically selectable alternate paths while considering the cost. They do not consider the criticality of the sources of traffic, which is a key factor in our study.

None of these existing works solve the problem from the smart grid observability point of view. They do not solve the multi-objective NP-hard problems of generating an SDN topology with grid resiliency in mind. We aim to solve the deployment problem while maintaining the resiliency of the SCADA network.

B. Preliminary of Formal Model

While designing a hybrid topology consisting of SDN-enabled switches, we need to ensure the communication of critical devices (i.e., IEDs) with the MTU by ensuring alternate paths from them to the MTU. SDN switches can be instructed by the controller to change the behavior of routing based on certain scenarios. For example, if a route fails because of some router/device/link failure, there can be congestion in the available routes. In these cases, we need to ensure the traffic from the most critical devices, instead of all the devices. Distinguishing between traffic from different sources is much easier with programmable switches than traditional routers [39]. If the IEDs themselves are down or compromised and an attacker can find sensitive data through it, we can stop the flow of any data to and from it by instructing the SDN

---

Fig. 1. The framework architecture of SDNSynth.
### Notation Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Node_i )</td>
<td>Whether node (IED) ( i ) is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{p}_{i,j} )</td>
<td>The set of all possible paths from IED ( i ) to MTU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{i,j} )</td>
<td>The ( y )th path from IED ( i ) to the MTU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{i,j} )</td>
<td>Set of all forwarding devices on ( y )th path from IED ( i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Link_i )</td>
<td>If link ( i ) is up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( SwitchIsSDN_s )</td>
<td>If switch ( s ) is SDN-enabled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( AssuredAltPath_i )</td>
<td>Whether there are alternate paths from IED ( i ) to MTU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( AssuredBandwidth_i )</td>
<td>Whether adequate bandwidth is assured for IED ( i ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( AssuredDelivery_i )</td>
<td>Whether data delivery is assured from IED ( i ) to the MTU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( VlanEnablingSwitch_s )</td>
<td>If switch ( s ) can create a VLAN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switches. We also need to ensure the adequate bandwidth for each link in the communications paths, so that data from all end devices sharing the path are not clogged up. We aim to also retrieve a deployment plan for the newly available links.

Throughout the model of the network synthesis, for simplicity, we have used the sum of boolean variables to formally model several constraints. While encoding the summation of boolean variables, we have created corresponding integer variables (0 or 1) and used their sum for calculation.

### Observability

The power system is observable when the measurements collected by IEDs can solve a list of unknown state variables. The observability of a smart grid ensures three conditions: (i) the unique measurements collected by the IEDs are successfully delivered to the MTU, (ii) the measurements can cover all the unknown state variables, and (iii) the number of these measurements is greater than or equal to the number of variables [3].

#### k-Resilient Observability

This constraint verifies that if \( k \) field devices (e.g., IEDs) are unavailable, whether observability is still ensured. A device is unavailable when it fails to communicate with the MTU due to its technical failure or remote attacks on it or on the communication path toward the destination. We can find out if there is a set of devices, no more than \( k \) in number, which can make the system unobservable when they are unavailable. This set is a threat vector that entails that the system is not \( k \)-resilient. If there is no such threat vector, then it is \( k \)-resilient observable [3]. If \( Node_i \) denotes whether node \( i \) (an IED) is available, a threat vector (\( V \)) represents the set of devices for which the following statement is true in the case of unobservability: \( \forall i \in V \rightarrow Node_i \).

In other words, if all the devices (IEDs) in a threat vector are unavailable simultaneously, the system will be unobservable.

Let \( N \) be the number of end devices. The \( k \)-resilient observability constraint (\( \neg ResilientObservability \)) can be formalized as follows:

\[
((N - \sum_{1 \leq i \leq N} Node_i) \leq k) \land \neg Observability \rightarrow \neg ResilientObservability
\]

After finding out the threat vectors, we need to make sure that the communication path from at least one device in each threat vector is ensured in the case of an attack. The user can specify the required percentage of threatened devices that need to be protected. The communication between a field device (i.e., IED or RTU) and the MTU is dependent on the communication routes (links) and the intermediate devices (RTUs or routers). We need to ensure that there are adequate number of alternate paths from these IEDs to the MTU. Our goal is to secure the paths taken by these critical measurements by suggesting alternate paths. SDN switches ensure a better way to reconfigure the network in the case of a switch/router failure or network congestion. If SDN switches can be deployed on the paths to ensure alternate paths for critical measurements to be delivered from IEDs to MTU, the network would be much more resilient to threats.

#### Priority Management

**Algorithm 1 Priority Assignment Algorithm**

1: for each IED \( i \) do
2: \( \text{rank}[i] \leftarrow \omega * \text{NUM_SENSOR_ACTUATOR}(i) + \overline{\omega} * \sum_v \text{ISVECTOR}(i,v) \)
3: \( \text{priority}[i] \leftarrow 0 \) // initialize priorities of all IEDs with 0.
4: end for
5: \( \text{maxRank} \leftarrow \text{MAX}((\text{rank}) \)
6: \( \text{chunkSize} \leftarrow \text{maxRank}/\text{numPriorityType} \)
7: for each priority type \( p \) do
8: \( \text{start} \leftarrow p \times \text{chunkSize} \).
9: \( \text{end} \leftarrow (p = \text{numPriorityType}) \ ? \text{maxRank} : (\text{start} + \text{chunkSize}) \)
10: for each IED \( i \) do
11: if \( \text{INRANGE}((\text{rank}[i], \text{start}, \text{end})) \) then
12: \( \text{ASSIGN_PRIORITY}((\text{priority}[i], p)) \)
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: return priority

In a SCADA environment, there are some smart devices such as IEDs that collect data from the grid. These may perform the collection with the help of sensors such as ammeter, flowmeter, etc. The data is forwarded to RTUs or PLCs depending on the type required. The RTUs send the data to the central control center or the MTU. In the other direction, the control center sends necessary commands to the IEDs with the help of RTUs. Some IEDs are connected to actuators such as a circuit breaker. The actuators perform the changes that are required in the grid. The IEDs that have sensors or actuators with them are of high priority. Any communication involving them must be ensured in order to maintain the grid operations without any error.

Another criterion for measuring the criticality of devices is how vital their collected data is. There are hundreds of thousands of measurements collected by smart devices. Some IEDs are less critical as the measurements they collect are
not unique, i.e., some other IEDs report the same or related measures. Hence, they are not individually crucial to estimate the corresponding state variable. The IEDs collecting unique measurements are the most critical ones as, without these measurements, state estimation cannot solve for some state variables. Hence, the criticality of an IED inversely depends on the extent of redundancy (i.e., alternatives). These critical IEDs are more prominent in the successful attack vectors \[8\]. It is essential to ensure that any critical device must be able to communicate with others, as long as they are not compromised.  

In Algorithm 1, we devise a method to determine the criticality/priority of the field devices. The rank of an IED increases if it has some attached sensors or actuators. The rank also increases if it is an element of one or more sets of threat vectors. \(\omega\) is the impact of the number of sensors/actuators in calculating the rank of the IEDs, while \(\overline{\omega}\) is the impact of the existence of an IED in the threat vectors. These have values between 0 and 1, which impact the calculation of the ranks of the IEDs. The rank is used in calculating the priorities of the IEDs. The algorithm returns the priorities of the IEDs according to the number of priority types specified by the user. For example, we can define three levels of priorities for the IEDs: high, medium, and low. When modeling the resiliency requirements of the devices, the order of the devices follow the priority of them. That means, the devices in the threat vectors having higher priority will be ensured more alternate paths and other resiliency features before others.

### E. Resiliency Management

Here we present our model according to several SDN benefits in the management of security and resiliency of SCADA networks.

**Alternate Paths:** First, we define alternative paths for the IEDs. In calculating alternate paths from an IED to an MTU, we consider \(\alpha\)-Alternative paths, where \(\alpha\) means the percentage of overlapped/shared links on the paths. If a path contains less than \(\alpha\%\) of common links with another path, it can be considered as an alternate to the other one.

We consider all possible forwarding paths from an IED \(i\) to the MTU, through one or more RTUs, as \(E_i\). A path \(p_{i,y}\) is defined as the \(y^{th}\) path among all possible paths. \(p_{i,y}\) is a set of links, while each link \(l\) represents a pair of nodes that belong to the set \(L \subseteq N \times N\), assuming that \(L\) is the set of links and \(N\) is the set of all nodes.

Let \(I\) be the set of all IEDs in the threat vectors. If \(AltPath_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}'}\) denotes that path \(p_{i,y}'\) is an alternate path for \(p_{i,y}\), then:

\[
\forall_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \forall_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}' \in E_i} AltPath_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}'}, \quad \sum_{l \in \overline{p}_{i,y}} |l| \in \mathcal{P} \quad (1)
\]

Next, we find the switches that split a path of an IED to create multiple alternate paths. If \(S\) is the set of all candidate switches to be replaced by SDN-enabled ones and \(L_s\) is the set of all links connected to switch \(s\), then \(SwitchOnAltPathBranch\) ensures that switch \(s\) is positioned where two or more alternate paths for IED \(i\) branches.

**SDN-Enabled Switches:** SDN-enabled switches should be deployed intelligently on the network branches. We want the SDN-enabled switches to be deployed on the alternate paths for the IEDs. Also, they should be deployed at the forks of the paths, so that SDN controller is able to route the data and command packets to and from IEDs efficiently, and according to priority. We define such alternate paths as software-defined alternate paths, \(SDAltPath_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}'}\). If \(SwitchIsSDN\) denotes whether switch \(s\) is SDN-enabled or not, \(d_{i,y}\) is the set of all switches on the \(y^{th}\) path from IED \(i\) to the MTU, and \(d_{i,y}'\) is the set of all switches on path \(y'\), the following should hold:

\[
\forall_{i \in \mathcal{I}} AssuredMinAltPath_i \rightarrow \text{(Priority}_i = m) \land \sum_{y} SDAltPath_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}'} \geq \minAltPath_m
\]

If \(m\) is the priority of IED \(i\) obtained from Algorithm 1, in the Equation 4, \(\minAltPath_m\) is a constant specifying the minimum number of alternate paths that need to exist between IED \(i\) and the MTU. Each path \(p_{i,y}\), for an IED \(i\) with priority \(m\), should have at least \(\minAltPath_m\) alternate paths \(p_{i,y}'\).

Different number of alternate paths may be specified for different levels of priorities. For example, at least five alternative paths should be deployed for high priority communications, while low priority devices may require at least two alternate paths, for each of its paths to the MTU. All the links in the communication paths and their alternate paths need to be deployed and up. If \(Link_{i}\) is a boolean variable denoting whether a link is up or not, then:

\[
\forall_{i \in \mathcal{I}} AssuredLinksOnAltPath_i \rightarrow \text{SDAltPath}_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}'} \land \forall_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}' \in E_i} Link_{l} \land \forall_{p_{i,y},p_{i,y}' \in E_i} Link_l
\]

**Bandwidth Requirements:** Bandwidth is an issue when rerouting a large amount of data in the SCADA network. We consider the alternate paths when calculating the bandwidth requirements. The shared links on the paths need to be of high enough bandwidth to allow the traffic from the sharing devices through them. It is not desirable to clog up a certain link by redirecting all packets through a certain path. It is important to ensure that there is at least one path from an IED to the MTU that has enough bandwidth on each link.
so that the data collected by that IED can safely reach the destinations. Let $delData_i$ be the data to be delivered from IED $i$. Assured $AssuredBandwidth_i$ assures the required bandwidth:

$$\forall_{i \in AssuredBandwidth_i} \leftrightarrow \exists_{p_i, \gamma_\mathfrak{v}_i, \gamma_{p_i}} \text{bandwidth} \geq \sum_{i} delData_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

At this point, we model the assured delivery of data from IED $i$ to MTU. If it is assured that there is at least one SDN-enabled switch on the path from an IED to the MTU, and there are some assured alternate paths between the communicating parties, we conclude that data delivery is assured from that IED to the MTU. The bandwidth on all links on at least one of the paths must also be assured. We formalize this as follows:

$$\forall_{i \in AssuredDelivery_i} \rightarrow SDAltPath_{p_i, \gamma, p_i, \gamma'} \land AssuredBandwidth_i \land AssuredAltPath_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

F. Virtualization and Isolation

SDN offers the capability of network virtualization, which can group intelligent devices into logically isolated virtual networks. Virtualization can also isolate different flows of data, which makes it easier to perform separate control on traffic with different interest [40]. Virtualization technologies, such as VLANs or VPNs also become feasible using SDN, as tedious and error-prone work of configuring of individual switches to create virtual networks is eliminated. SDN enables this process to be automated because an overlay network built on SDN can be reconfigured quickly according to software instructions [4].

VLANs can help to isolate different parts of a SCADA system. For example, the historian and the HMI machines in the control center may have more tendency to connect to the Internet. These groups of devices can be isolated using a VLAN from all other devices that need to be hidden from potential attack networks. Again, groups of vulnerable and critical devices may be required to be scanned using a system such as IDS [41]. The IEDs in the threat vectors are also good candidates to be in VLANs, as they can be secured through their private networks. VLANs can be configured to scrutinize all packets from these devices by passing through such a detection technology. One other use of VLANs can be to isolate any known compromised devices from the core network, so that they cannot infect the other devices easily. SDN gives us the benefit of dynamically creating these VLANs as per the requirements of a smart grid SCADA network.

Let $Vlan_v$ be the $v$th VLAN in the SCADA network, which is basically a set of IEDs. For simplicity, we assume that if a switch is connected to an IED that is in any VLAN, it is considered to be a VLAN enabling switch. If $VlanEnablingSwitch_v$ indicates whether switch $s$ can enable a VLAN for one of its connected hosts, and $S_v$ denotes the set of switches for VLAN $v$, the following holds:

$$\forall_v \forall_{v \in Vlan_v} \forall_{s \in S_v} VlanEnablingSwitch_v \rightarrow Link_{s,v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The union of all the switches in all VLANs should be a subset of the set of all the switches: $\bigcup_v S_v \subset S$. If a switch needs configuration for putting an IED under a VLAN, that is, if it is a VLAN enabling switch, it should be an SDN switch.

$$\forall_{v \in Vlan_v} \forall_{s \in VlanEnablingSwitch_v} \rightarrow SwitchIsSDN_v$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

It is obvious that the number of available SDN switches is limited and might not be enough to create all the VLANs that we require. We define $Q_v$ as the ratio for a VLAN as the number of SDN-enabled switches to the total number of switches in that VLAN.

$$Q_v = \frac{\sum_{s \in S_v} SwitchIsSDN_v}{|S_v|} \leq 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

If $vlanExp$ indicates the expected percentage of implementing the desired VLANs specified by users in the input file and $V$ indicates the total number of VLANs, then,

$$\frac{\sum_{v} Q_v}{V} \geq vlanExp$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

G. Resources and Budget Constraints

It is important in an SDN environment that any communication is supervised by the SDN controller. This means that any packet from a source must traverse through at least one SDN switch on its way to the destination. Let $ESwitchIsSDN_s$ denote an already existing SDN switch and $DSwitchIsSDN_s$ be the deployable new SDN switch. The following should hold about the already existing switches or routers and the newly deployable SDN-enabled switches.

$$SwitchIsSDN_s \rightarrow ESwitchIsSDN_s \lor DSwitchIsSDN_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$(ESwitchIsSDN_s \rightarrow \neg DSwitchIsSDN_s) \land (DSwitchIsSDN_s \rightarrow \neg ESwitchIsSDN_s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Similarly, if $DLnk_{i_l}$ denotes a newly deployed link that does not exist and need to be set up, then,

$$Link_{i_l} \rightarrow ELink_{i_l} \lor DLink_{i_l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$(ELink_{i_l} \rightarrow \neg DLink_{i_l}) \land (DLink_{i_l} \rightarrow \neg ELink_{i_l})$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The total budget, $TOT\_AVAIL\_BUDGET$, hence the number of available SDN-enabled switches and links are limited. It is not possible to replace a greater number of switches than the total available SDN switches. That is, the sum of all deployed SDN switches and links must be less than what we have in budget. This can be represented by the following constraint, given $c_{Link_{i_l}}$ represents the deployment cost of new $DLnk_{i_l}$ and $c_{SDN}$ denotes the cost of each SDN switch:

$$\left(\sum_{i} DLink_{i_l} \right) \times c_{Link_{i_l}} + \left(\sum_{s} DSwitchIsSDN_s \right) \times c_{SDN} \leq TOT\_AVAIL\_BUDGET$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

IV. Prototype Implementation of SDN Synth and An Example Case Study

The main objective of our configuration synthesis problem is to synthesize the network topology for implementation of SDN by satisfying various requirements as well as the business constraints of a SCADA network in smart grids. Thus, the synthesis problem is formalized as the satisfaction of the conjunction of all the constraints specified in section III.
A. Target Variables in the Model

We implement our model by encoding the system configuration and the constraints into SMT logics [42]. In this encoding purpose, we use Z3, an efficient SMT solver [43]. We use boolean terms for encoding the boolean configuration parameters and decision variables like SDN switch deployments. The remaining parameters are modeled as integer or real terms.

The solver checks the verification constraints and provides a satisfiable (sat) result if all the constraints are satisfied. The sat result provides a sat instance, which represents the value assignments to the parameters of the model. According to our objective, we require the assignments to the following variable: the decision variable referring to whether a switch is SDN-enabled, \( SwitchIsSDN \), i.e., the placement of the SDN-enabled switches. The other target variable is \( DLink_i \), which represents if link \( l \) should be deployed or not. The values of these parameters are printed in a text file (output file).

Although the solution using the Z3 solver may not always provide an optimal solution, it can provide solutions that are very close to optimal. In the evaluation results, we show the required number of SDN switches and links from the tightest possible constraints that provide sat results. In fact, when we start with a budget too low, it will provide unsat results. When we keep increasing the budget at little quantities at a time, at some point, it will provide a sat solution if all other constraints satisfy. This solution is very close to optimal. It is also possible to create a binary-search-based algorithm that can provide the best solution among many available ones. As the problem in this research is a combinatorially hard problem, an efficient solution is required for acceptability. Z3 is one of the most efficient solvers of formal models.

B. A Synthetic Pedagogical Case Study

Fig. 2(a) shows a small network of a 14-bus SCADA system. It consists of 26 IEDs, 13 RTUs, and 1 MTU. There are 18 traditional routers connecting these intelligent devices. Here we present three case studies, as demonstrated by SDNSynth. The input file consists of the network topology, the number of possible new links, the data generated by the IEDs, etc. It also includes 8 threat vectors where each is a set of IEDs, the expected percentage of threat mitigation (75%), average cost of new SDN switches ($2000), the available budget ($35,000), the desired VLANs specifications, the expected alternate path percentage for critical devices (70%), etc.

A Satisfiable Case Study: First, we determine the \( k \)-resiliency of the SCADA network, which means the network is resilient to less than any \( k \) IED failures [8]. In other words, the system is still observable if less than \( k \) IEDs fail to deliver their measurement data to the MTU. The system becomes unobservable if an attacker is capable of compromising equal to or more than \( k \) devices at a time. The value of \( k \) in our first network in Fig. 2(a) is 4, which means that it is 3-device resilient. In other words, the network can sustain up to 3 IED failures. If the attacker is capable of compromising up to 4 devices, this scenario yields 1 threat vector consisting of 4 devices; whereas, for a 5-device failure we get 8 different threat vectors. We use the 8-threat vector scenario for our first case study. Table II shows the input file used in this case.

In this case, we have a budget of $35,000. The SDN-enabled switches should replace some of the traditional routers. The price of each new SDN-enabled switch and deployment cost of new links are provided in the input file. The amount of data generated by each of the IEDs is also provided, which is required to comply with the throughput of the links on its path to the MTU. For our 8 sets of threat vectors, the attacker has a capability of attacking at most 5 intelligent devices at a time. One of the threat vectors consists of IEDs 13, 14, 15 and 16, which means that if all of these IEDs are failed together due to an attack, then the system will be unobservable.

We would like to mitigate at least 75% of the threat
TABLE III
OUTPUT TO THE EXAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># We have a solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Routers required to be replaced with SDN-enabled ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router_ID Deployed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># All existing and deployed links:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source Dest Status New?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 40 True False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 40 True False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 53 True True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Required time (ms): 5392.85

![Table III](https://github.com/jakaria42/SDN_Topo_Synth.git)

Fig. 2. (a) Traditional SCADA network in Smartgrid with legacy switches, (b) SDN network with Smartgrid after deployment of SDN-enabled switches.

vectors through the creation of VLANs and placement of SDN-enabled switches in this case study. We have a limited budget and 6 possible new links. Given all the constraints and requirements, SDNSynth generates multiple solutions for the provided input. The users may choose one solution that optimizes any particular parameter according to their requirements using a binary-search-based hill-climbing approach.

One of the solutions, in this case study, tells the user to replace the routers 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and so on. Router 57 is also among the suggested replacement list, as it is almost on all possible alternate paths from an IED to the MTU. Fig. 2(b) demonstrates this scenario. Moreover, new links between switch 44 and 55, 45 and 47, 47 and 57, and so on, are suggested. This solution provides a close-to-minimal number of switches and links required to be deployed to meet the requirements. If the threat mitigation requirement was less than 75%, SDNSynth might have provided a solution with even less number of SDN switches.

The proposed network topology ensures required bandwidths in each link from any IED to the MTU. It ensures alternate paths for critical IEDs according to the percentage of expected IEDs having alternate paths. These paths enable the SDN controller to reroute any critical data to and from the IEDs in the case of any link or device failure. It also ensures the forming of VLANs with critical IEDs by providing SDN-enabled switches. The controller can create VLANs utilizing the SDN-enabled switches with the IEDs that need to be secured from the compromised ones. It can also be used to isolate compromised devices. SDNSynth provides a software-defined network architecture (within the given capacity) that ensures that the percentage of IEDs in VLANs exceeds the expected specification of 75%.

Listing 1 presents an excerpt of the Z3 code generated by SDNSynth. It shows a few of the expressions that assert the constraints according to our resiliency model.

Listing 1. Sample Code

A Case with Increased Attacker Capability: In this case, we envision an attacker with more attacking capability, which means the number of threat vectors will increase proportionally. For 6 IED failures, the number of threat vectors increases to 42, where each vector can consist of as many as 6 IEDs. We keep the budget same and verify the model. With these constraints and requirements, SDNSynth generates an unsatisfiable result. This means that with the existing budget and the attacker capability, deployment of SDN-enabled switches may not be sufficient to repel the attacks.

Next, we increase the budget to $50,000. The number of possible links is also increased. This time SDNSynth provides a solution that tells the user to replace the routers 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and so on. Routers 56 is also among the suggested replacement list. New links between switch 44 and 55; 54 and 57; 48 and 55; and 42 and 54 are not available.
in this network. Instead, there is a link between 42 and 57. For this network, we get a 2-device resiliency, which means the network is vulnerable to as low as 3-IED failure. We consider an attacker to compromise at most 4 IEDs together. We get a threat vector count of 3 for this. From the results provided by SDNSynth, we observe that at least 12 SDN-enabled switches and all the 4 available new links are required to acquire a satisfiable solution. Also, we need a budget of at least $28,000.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation results showing the relationships between different network deployment parameters, such as the number of newly deployed SDN-enabled switches and links, available budget, threat vector mitigation requirements, etc. We also present the scalability of the proposed framework with respect to the SCADA systems. Lastly, we present a network simulation along with its results that depict the effectiveness of our proposed methodology. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other work that solve the same deployment problem with the resiliency of SCADA in mind. Hence, we do not present any comparison of performance with any existing technique.

A. Methodology

To evaluate SDNSynth, we run experiments on different SCADA network topology for different bus sizes in smart grids. We created synthetic networks based on the line connectivity of the buses and power flow and line measurements. We ran the program on a machine equipped with Windows 10 OS, an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB memory. We evaluate the scalability of the verification model by the analysis of the time requirements for executing the model in different scenarios. It is worth mentioning that the number of intelligent devices (IEDs and RTUs), as well as the routers and links are not fixed for a specific bus size for a SCADA system. However, their numbers are generally proportional to the bus sizes. We generate the SCADA networks based on different sizes of IEEE test systems, i.e., 14-bus, 30-bus, 57-bus, and 118-bus [44]. The communication paths from an IED to the MTU are formed randomly considering several routers/switches.

B. Relationships of Deployment Parameters

The intention behind Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is to show that the parameters used in our model relate to each other as expected. This entails the correctness of the model. In this analysis, the resultant numbers of SDN-enabled switches and links are the minimum numbers of switches and links possible with the tightest possible constraints.

Fig. 3(a) shows the relationship between the number of threat vectors and the minimum number of deployed SDN-enabled switches. We observe from the graph that the number of SDN switches increases with the threat vectors. For 60% threat mitigation requirement, the number of IEDs in the threat vectors that are required to be resilient, is less than that of 90%. As a result, we need fewer SDN-enabled switches for the 60% case than the 90% case. For example, when we need to mitigate only 60% of 42 threat vectors, 20 new switches are required, whereas, 31 switches are required to mitigate 90%. Fig. 3(b) shows similar results for newly deployed links. In Fig. 3(c), we present the minimum required budget for different numbers of threat vectors in the SCADA system of a 57-bus grid. More budget is required to mitigate more threats for a certain number of threat vectors. A requirement of 90% threat mitigation requires more budget than the 60% case.

In Fig. 3(d), we show the results for different existing network topologies of a 30-bus SCADA system. We change the average degree of the existing routers, where the degree of a router refers to the number of links attached to it. We observe that the number of required new switches decreases as the degree increases. For higher degrees of routers, there are already higher numbers of alternate paths. Hence, it requires less number of SDN-enabled switches to be resilient to threats.

Fig. 4(a) shows the percentage of threat vectors that can be mitigated with different amounts of budgets. We show two cases for 42 and 431 threat vectors for the same 57-bus SCADA network. As anticipated, a greater fraction of threat vectors can be mitigated with more budget by deploying enough new SDN-enabled switches and links. In Fig. 4(b) we present the percentage of VLAN creation possibility of the desired total VLANs. For a certain budget, when the total number of desired VLANs is 25, the percentage of fulfillment is less than that of expected VLAN count of 10. In Fig. 4(c) we demonstrate the number of deployed SDN-enabled switches, as well as the number of newly deployed links, with respect to the total available budget for 14 and 30 bus systems, while other parameters such as threat mitigation requirement etc. remain the same. As the available budget increases, the number of newly deployed SDN switches and links also increases slowly. The resource constraints are responsible for this increase, as SDNSynth tries to find a solution utilizing the available budget. New links ensure the proper rerouting of data for critical devices. Proper positioning of the SDN switches allows rerouting, as well as creation of VLANs with a particular group of IEDs.

We also vary the total number of devices in the 30-bus SCADA system, and observe the number of deployed SDN-enabled switches in Fig. 4(d). We do this for 8 and 42 threat vectors while keeping the threat mitigation requirement constant at 60%. The number of SDN switches increases very slowly for different sizes of the network, if the number of threat vectors, budget, threat mitigation requirement, and other parameters remain the same.

C. Scalability

We evaluate the scalability of SDNSynth by analyzing the time required to synthesize the network topology by varying the problem size and other parameters. The synthesis time includes the model generation time and the constraint verification time. All the times are measured for producing an efficient result by the SMT solver. While there are other greedy heuristic-based approaches available for incremental deployment, they do not address the same problem as ours. Moreover, greedy solutions are prone to get stuck in a local minima or maxima, while SDNSynth provides efficient results.
Impact of Bus Size: The model synthesis time with respect to the varying bus size is shown in Fig. 5(a). Two scenarios, one for satisfiable results and another for unsatisfiable results, are presented in the graph for 8 threat vectors. We observe that the required time increases in somewhere between linear and quadratic orders with the increment of bus size. The execution time differs for sat and unsat results for a specific bus size. The unsat results usually take more time than sat ones. As the bus size increases, the number of constraints and requirements increase rapidly. For this reason, we observe such timing (almost quadratic) for obtaining a result.

Impact of SCADA Network Size: We also observe the model synthesis time by varying the number of devices (IEDs, RTUs, and routers) in a 30 bus network, while keeping the number of threat vectors constant in Fig. 5(b). We observe the time for scenarios with 8 and 42 threat vectors by increasing the number of devices from 58 to 101. We generate different numbers of devices by changing the average number of measurements per device in the same bus system. It was observed that the time increases almost linearly with the increase of the number of devices. As the number of available devices increases, the problem size increases in terms of the number of possible deployment positions of SDN-enabled switches. Verification of more constraints is required as the model size increases; hence, more time is required to reach a solution.

Impact of Threat Vectors: In Fig. 5(c) the time taken by the Z3 solver was measured for a varying number of threat vectors, where the number of threat vectors is almost quadratically proportional to the capability of an attacker. For a certain bus size, as the number of threat vectors increases, the number of Z3 clauses to verify also gradually increases. For a certain number of threat vectors, the difference is not too much between 14 and 30 bus systems. It is worth mentioning that the x-axes for Fig. 5(a) through Fig. 5(c) are not linear and displayed without scale.

Impact of Budget: Fig. 5(d) shows the impact of budget on the network synthesis time. We can observe that if the bus and SCADA size, threat vectors, as well as all other requirements are kept constant, the tool requires almost similar times for synthesizing the network. The network size is larger for the 57 bus than the 30 bus. As a result, there are more constraints to solve, hence it takes more time to provide a satisfiable result.

D. Experiments on Mininet-based Virtual SCADA Testbeds

We simulate the SCADA networks of different IEEE test bus systems with both legacy and SDN-enabled switches. We use Mininet version 2.2.2 [45] in VirtualBox 5.2.0. Mininet is an open-source network emulator virtual machine that runs a real kernel, switch and application code. It creates a network of virtual hosts, switches, controllers, and links. Mininet hosts run standard Linux network software. It creates realistic virtual networks consisting of both legacy switches and SDN-enabled switches supporting OpenFlow. We configure the network of the Mininet VM to contain a host-only network interface, which lets us SSH into Mininet from the host system. We run the `Xming` server on a Windows host machine to enable X11 forwarding, which facilitates the launch of network monitors such as Wireshark, xterm, etc. We use a python application called ‘Minedit’ within Mininet which lets the user to use a graphical interface to create networks. This application can also export the topology to customize the behavior of the network, such as using remote controllers running at a certain IP address and port.

Although Mininet has its default OpenFlow reference controller, we use a remote Floodlight controller [46]. Floodlight is a Java-based OpenFlow controller for enterprise networks distributed under Apache license. We use the latest master version of Floodlight with Java 8. It utilizes the collaboration between two modules named LinkDiscoverManager and TopologyService to be aware of the topology, and automatically learns about networks with loops and alternate paths in
the network. Floodlight specifies a protocol which is utilized by a remote controller to modify the behavior of networking devices, such as Open vSwitches, through a well-defined ‘forwarding instruction set’. We run Floodlight on a separate VM and connect it to Mininet through the host-only network.

Simulation Environment Specifications: To host the virtual machines, we use a computer with Windows 10 64-bit operating system with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 670 3.47 GHz processor, and 12 GB of RAM. The Oracle VirtualBox VM manager manages the Mininet Emulator on a Linux operating system of Ubuntu 14.04.4-server-i386 32 bit, with 1 GB of memory. It also manages the Floodlight VM on Linux operating system Ubuntu 14.04.1 64 bit with 1 GB of memory.

Experiment Setup and Results: In our simulation, we specifically present three experiments to show the effectiveness of SDN in networks such as SCADA, as well as the role of SDNSynth in creating a resilient network infrastructure. In this experiment, we deploy three network simulation scenarios in Mininet: one without any SDN-enabled switches, one with randomly deployed SDN-enabled switches, and lastly SDNSynth suggested deployment of SDN switches and links. For the randomly deployed SDN topology scenario in Fig. 6(b) and 6(d), we took the average resultant metric from 30 randomly created topologies. For Fig. 6(c) we plot the median of the 30 curves generated from the random runs.

1) Switch Forwarding Speed: We compare the speed of forwarding switches/routers in network scenarios for 14 bus and 30 bus systems. To do this, we compute the response time of Ping command between two hosts in the network, which are assumed to be an IED and the MTU. Fig. 6(a) shows an example network for a 5 bus system in Miniedit of the Mininet VM, where host 1 is an IED which is an element of a threat vector for the network, while host 13 is the MTU. The response time is mainly composed of link delay, packet forwarding time, and routing table or flow table querying and matching time. We set the link bandwidth to 10 Mbps, link delay to 15 ms, and the packet loss rate in the links to 0.

Fig. 6(b) shows the observation for average response time of the Ping packets for each of the three scenarios. In 14 bus system SCADA network, the response time is almost the same for all scenarios, whereas in 30 bus system, the difference is much more observable. As the network size increases, the benefits of the software-defined network become more apparent. In both the cases, SDNSynth suggested topology performs better than the topology where SDN switches are randomly deployed.

In traditional network, with the expansion of the network size, the size of the routing table also increases considerably. The routing table is queried for each incoming packet after it has been established. In SDN-enabled network, only the first packet in a flow needs extra time to make a round trip from the controller, then the flow-tables are updated in the switch, which are much smaller and smaller in size for similar network topology. This causes the forwarding speed of Open vSwitches in SDN networks to be much faster. Moreover, SDNSynth proposes the strategic deployment of switches to ensure that most of the packets are dispatched through the SDN-enabled Open vSwitches.

2) Communication Time While Routing Recovery for Resilient Networks: To calculate the communication time, we consider both the latency of the network and the webserver. We use a tool named ‘httping’ that can measure the time to connect to a webserver, send a request and retrieve the reply. We set up a simple http server on a host in the Mininet network that acts as an MTU. The hosts acting as field devices such as IEDs use ‘httping’ to communicate with the MTU.

In this experiment, we show the benefits of priority-based routing in SDN-enabled switches. We create three different networks of similar topology with SDNSynth suggested Open vSwitches, randomly deployed Open vSwitches, and only traditional routers. We consider some hosts (IEDs) in the
networks having higher priority than others, as they are part of threat vectors, as discussed in Section III-C. All the hosts acting as IEDs are active and perform continuous communications with the MTU. When the network is established, we manually create some link failures to simulate a congestion. We take some direct links of the high priority IEDs down, so that the traffic from them are rerouted through alternate paths. The bandwidth of the links is set to 10 Mbps and the delay is set to 30 ms. In the Open vSwitches, we manually set high priorities for the flows from IEDs that have higher priority by executing commands like the following from the CLI:

```
sh ovs-ofctl add-flow s1 priority=1500,dl_type=0x800,
nw_src=10.0.0.1/24,nw_dst=10.0.0.1/24,actions=normal
```

Fig. 6(c) shows the communication times between a high priority host (IED) and the server host (MTU) recorded by ‘httping’ when the network is in ‘recovery’ mode. The graphs show the communication times for the first 20 seconds since the link failures occurred. Fig. 6(c) shows the results for a network for 30 bus with 90 switches/routers. The results show that the systematic deployment of SDN-enabled switches offers much faster recovery for high priority end devices in case of congestion in the network. In randomly deployed SDN networks, the response time for the httping packets is higher than a systematically deployed network. In traditional networks, the switches do not have the option of dynamically setting up priorities for certain hosts in the network. As a result, traditional networks show much higher communication times during congestion situations. It can be observed from the graphs that the benefit of SDNSynth deployment is much more apparent in the larger network of 30 bus. The larger the network is, the better SDNSynth suggested networks do than the other two deployments.

3) Packet Loss Ratio For Resilient Networks: We use the same experimental set up as described in Section V-D except that we increase the link delay in the networks to 50 ms, which causes a considerable amount of packet loss in traditional networks. We calculate the packet loss ratio for a high priority host (IED) in the case of a congestion created by a manual link failure. It is calculated as the ratio of lost packets to the total transmitted packets. Figure 6(d) shows the average packet loss ratio for the first 100 pings after the congestion is created. We use the ‘ping’ tool to control the time-out period and measure the loss ratio [48]. It can be observed that the packet loss ratio for SDNSynth suggested network is much lower than the other two scenarios. As SDNSynth deploys Open vSwitches in such a manner that most of the packets should pass through the Open vSwitches, the number of lost packets is decreased. These switches prioritize the flows from higher priority hosts when forwarding. It can be observed that the loss ratio is much less in the larger network of 30 bus suggested by SDNSynth.

VI. CONCLUSION

SDNSynth provides a tool for synthesizing a resilient SDN network topology in smart grid SCADA systems. We address practical challenges in the deployment of SDN-enabled switches while not exceeding available budget. Our goal is to keep the SCADA network observable in terms of state estimation by means of sufficient measurement delivery to the control center. We protect smart devices such as IEDs, with the use of SDN-enabled switches, which allow fast rerouting, prioritization of packet flows, novel application-based routing, etc. The availability of new SDN switches for replacement of traditional ones is limited. The technique successfully generates a solution depicting the SDN switch and new link placements, while satisfying the resiliency requirements and budget constraints. We evaluate the tool by evaluating the scalability and satisfactory relationship between different deployment parameters. A simulation of SCADA networks in Mininet depicts that SDNSynth generated topology shows faster command response time than random selection of switches for SDN upgrade. In the future, we would like to experiment on a real-world SDN network and demonstrate the benefits of our framework. We plan to use the Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) testbed to build a hybrid network of SDN and legacy routers [49]. The GENI infrastructure allows the use of Floodlight controller in conjunction with Open vSwitches, where we plan to compare different network scenarios to demonstrate the effectiveness of SDNSynth.
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